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SUMMARY 
Pressure distributions on a thin conical csmbered low-aspect-ratio 
delta wing have been obtained in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel over 
a Mach number range from 0.60 to 1.12 and at a Mach number of 1.43. Data 
were obtained for the wing in combination with a basic Sears-Haack body 
and a body indented symmetrically for a EZach number of 1.2. The engle- 
of-attack range was from -4O to 20' in most instances. 
The results indicate that a leading-edge separation vortex forms on 
the wing at moderate angles of attack. This vortex causes separation 
over the outboard sections of the wing which extends inboard with increases 
in angle of attack. Shock waves at trsnsonic speeds caused increased 
loading over the wing trailing-edge regions. The effects of body indenta- 
tion were small, as would be expected for this wing configuration. 
INTRODUCTION 
Flight tests have shown that conical leading-edge camber on a thin 
low-aspect-ratio delta wing results in increased performance character- 
istics at transonic and low supersonic speeds (ref. 1). Therefore, a 
wing of this description has been included in a general program being 
conducted in the Langley 8-foottransonic tunnel to investigate the 
detailed pressure distributions and loads on a series of thin wings suit- 
able for transonic and supersonic flight. References 2 and 3 present the 
results of two previous investigations of this general program. The 
present paper presents the detailed pressure distributions at transonic 
and low supersonic speeds on a thin conical cambered low-aspect-ratio 
delta wing very similar to the cambered wing of reference 1. In addition, 
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the effects on the pressure distributions of body contouring in accordance 
with the supersonic area rule (ref. 4) have been included. These data 
are being presented without analysis in order to expedite publication. 
SYMBOLS AND c0EzT1c1Ems 
b wing span,to rounded tips 
b'/2 unsupported semispan, distance from outer face mf wing 














airfoil section chord, measured parallel to plane of 
symmetry 
wing mean aerodynamic chord 
bcdy length 
free-stresmMach number 
local static pressure 
free-stream static pressure 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
distance measured streamwTse from section leading edge or 
body nose 
distance measured laterally from plane of symmetry 
distance measured laterally from outer face of wing mounting 
block 
angle of attack of be center line 
angle of attack of wing station minus angle of attack of 
body center line - 
change in wing station twist angle due to normal force at 
wing section qtiter chord 
change in wing station twist angle due to pitching moment 
about wing section quarter chord 
c 
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cP pressure coefficient, 
P - PO 
s, 
Cp, sonic ' pressure coefficient corresponding to local Mach number of 1 
maximum diameter 
R Reynolds number 
APPARATUS 
Tunnels 
The investigation at subsonic and transonic speeds was conducted in 
the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel. This faciuty is a single-return 
wind tunnel operated at approximately atmospheric stagnation pressures. 
The dodecagonal-shaped-test section has been slotted longitudinally to 
allow testing through the speed of sound tith negligible effects of 
choking and blockage. A description of the tunnel and its calibration 
is given in reference 5. Data at a Mach number of 1.43 were obtained 
in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel by enclosing the longi- 
tudinal slots with spec1aIl.y designed channels which converted the 
slotted test section to a supersonic nozzle. Details of the resulting 
nozzle shape and the test-section Mach number distribution have been 
published in reference 6. 
Models 
The delta wing tested has 60~ sweepback of.the leading edge, a 
taper ratio of 0, and NACA 65AOO3 airfoil sections parallel to the model 
plane of symmetry over the uncambered portion of the wing. The leading- 
edge portion of the wing has conical camber over the outboard 15 percent 
of each semispan. This camber was designed for a lift coefficient of 
0.15 nesr M = 1.0. Details of the camber distribution and ordinates 
for the cambered sections have been presented in reference 7. The actual 
wing plan form deviated from the theoretical delta wing plan form in that 
the wing tips were rounded. Rounding the tips reduced the wing area by 
a small amount (a reduction of 0.6 percent of the total wing area of 
0.855 squsre foot) snd produced negligible changes in mean aerodynamic 
chord length and location. The theoretical aspect ratio, which assumes 
pointed tips, is 2.31. The wing was constructed of steel and was tested 
as a midwing configuration. 
The wing was tested in combination with basic and indented bodies. 
The basic body is a,body of revolution designed to have minimum wave drag 
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for a given length and volume (Sears-Haack body). The other body was a 
body of revolution indented symmetrically for a Mach number of 1.2 in 
accordance with the supersonic area-rule concept (ref. 4). Dimensional 
details of both models tested are presented in figure l(a).' Ordinates 
for both the basic and indented bodies are present&d in figure l(b). 
TESTS 
. 
Both the basic and the indented wing-body combinations were--tested 
at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.12 and at a Mach number of 1.43. 
the angle-of-attack range extended from -4' to 20'. 
Generally, 
However, at M = 1.43, 
the angle-of-attack measuring device did not function properly and the 
resultant angle deviated from the values used atother Mach numbers. In 
addition, at M = 1.43, data for the indented body Eonfiguration were not 
obtained for the two highest angles of attack. 
'Ilransition strips were fixed on both configurations during all the 
tests-; The strips were about 0.10 inch wide and were formed by sprinkling 
No. I20 Carborundum grains on a plastic adhesive. The strips extended 
from the wing-body juncture to the wing tip at 10 percent of the local 
chord on the upper and lower wing surfaces and formed a ring around the 
body at--10 percent of the body length. 
The Reynolds number based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord varied 
during the tests from about 2.8 x lo6 at a Mach number of 0.60 to 
3.3 x 106 at the highest test Mach number af 1.43 (see fig. 2). The 
free-stream dynamic pressure varied from about 400 to 900 pounds per 
square foot over the s&me Mach numberrange. On figure 2 the bands 
represent the variations in Reynolds number and dynamic pressure due to 
the changes in atmospheric pressure which occurred during the testing 
peldOd. 
ME&SUREMEXCSANDACCURACY 
Measurements of the local static pressures on the models were made 
by use of about 139 orifices distributed over the upper and lower wing 
surfaces at-three wing semispan locations and along five body meridian 
rows. Orifice locations are given in tables in figure 3. Pressure coef- 
ficients determined from these measurements are estimated to be accurate 
within kO.005. 
The angle of attack of the model was measured by means of a strain- 
gage attitude transmitter mounted in the nose of the model and is esti- 
mated to be accurate within kO.1'. Calibrations of the Langley 8-foot 
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transonic tunnel with the test section empty indicate that local devia- 
tions from the average free-stream Mach number are of the order of kO.003 
at subsonic speeds. With increases in Mach number, these deviations 
increased,but did not exceed H.010 at M = 1.2. (See ref. 5.) In the 
Langley 8-foot trsnsonic pressure tunnel at M = 1.43, local deviations 
from the average free-streamMach number did not exceed ti.015 during 
these tests (ref. 6). The average stream Mach number was held to within 
kO.003 of the nominal values shown on the figures. 
The wing was calibrated statically for deflection due to load by 
using an errsngement of a hydraulic jack and a balance scale to apply 
loads in conjunction with an optical device to read vertical deflections 
at several stations on the wing. Influence coefficients were obtained 
from these measurements of wing deflection and are presented in table I. 
Wing-twist angles, computed by using the experimental wing section data 
in conjunction with the influence coefficients of table I, are estimated 
to be accurate to within one-quarter of a degree. 
CORREKXCONS 
No corrections have been applied to any of the data for boundary- 
interference effects. At subsonic speeds, the slotted test section 
minimized boundary-interference effects such as blockage and boundary- 
induced upwash. At 1.03 < M < 1.12 boundary-reflected disturbances 
struck the model; therefore, no data were recorded in this Mach number 
range. 
No corrections have been applied to any of the data for the effects 
of wing aeroelasticity. In order to provide an indication of the magni- 
tude of these effects, some of the aeroelastic twist characteristics 
have been calculated and presented in figure 4. The most outboard station 
where the influence coefficients were measured is 0.8Ol.b/2. In figure 4, 
the twist calculated at this outboard station plotted against Hach number 
reaches a maximum value of about -2O at a Mach number of 1.03. Therefore, 
at M= 1.03, the variation of aeroelastic twist across the span has been 
computed and presented also in figure 4 at several angles of attack. 
These variations have been faired only out to O.&lb/2. The influence 
coefficients were determined and aeroelastic twist angles were computed 
by using the method found in reference 8. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The wing chordwise pressure distributions in the presence of the 
basic and indented bodies are presented in figure 5. Longitudinal pressure 
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distributions along the basic and indented bodies in the presence of the 
wing are presented in figure 6. Tabulated pressure coefficients for all 
configurations tested are presented in tables II to V. 
Wing Pressure Distributions 
At a Mach number of 0.60 (fig. 5(a)) and at moderate angle of attack 
(a = So) the high negative pressure peaks inboard and the broadening and 
lowering of these peaks with increasing distance frcxt-the wing-body JMC- 
ture indicate the presence of a leading-edge sepsration vortex. This 
vortex-flow phenomenon appears to be common to thin sweptback wings and 
has been noted previously in references 2, 3, and 8. In addition, refer- 
ence 9, which presents the pressure distributions on a thin 60° delta 
wing without camber, shows ink-flow studies of'this type of flow. This 
separation vortex appears to form above an angle of attack of 4O on this 
wing and is fully developed at 8o angle of attack. With increases in 
spanwise distance the conical vortex system increases in chordtise extent 
as is shown by the wider regions of negative pressures. With increases 
in angle of attack above 8 O, the center of the vortex is swept progres- 
sively rearward. At-- a = loo, the core has swept back until the vortex 
has moved off the trailing edge inboard of 0.8Olb/2 and has left the 
outboard regions separated. At a = 20°, it--appears the vortex is 
leaving the wing trailing edge about 0.534b/2. This same type of flow 
phenomenon is apparent to some *extent at all of the Mach numbers tested. 
As the Mach number is increased, changes in the shapes of the chord- 
wise pressure distributions become apparent at transonic speeds. At 
M= 0.90 (fig. 5(c)), the pressure distributions indicate the presence 
ofa shock wave around 80 percent of the chord at.the two inboard sta- 
tions. Too few orifices were located near the trailing edge at the 
outboard station to precisely define the distributions in that region. 
This shock wave moved rearward to about-90 percent of-the chord at 
M = 0.94 (fig. 5(d)) and then to the trailing edge at higher Mach num- 
bers. This movement of the shock wave resulted in increased loading over 
the trailing-edge regions and corresponding rearward shifts in the center 
of pressure of the wing. 
At a = O", the pressure distributions of figure 5 show almost no 
loading iribosrd and a small negative load over the outboard sections. 
This would be expected since with this type of camber the outboard sec- 
tions are operating at a lower angle of attack than the wing-body center 
line (see fig. l(c) ofre*7). 
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. Rffects of BOay Indentation on Wing Pressures 
Figure 5 shows that the effects of body indentation on the wing 
pressures are generally small. In several instances, some rather large 
differences were noted over the outboard sections (for example, fig. 5(d), 
a = 8’ and 16’); however thes_e differences occurred only over a limited 
Mach number and angle-of-attack range. Reasons for these differences 
are not known. The consistent differences in the outboard distributions 
at a= 8’ through the Mach nu&ber range indicate that body indentation 
had some effect on the sepsration characteristics of the wing. 
Body Pressure Distributions 
. 
. 
Extination of the longitudinal pressure distributions for the body 
in the presence of the wing (fig. 6(a)) indicates that the presence of 
the wing causes pressure peaks to occur on the body in the region of the 
wing. The location and ma@pitude of these pressure peaks, psrticularly 
those on the upper surface of the body, sre closely associated with the 
pressures on the wing near the wing-body juncture. With increases in -.-... - _. 
angle of attack, the magnitude- of theminimum pressure peak on the upper 
surfaces of the bcdy (stations A and B, fig. 6) generally increased up 
to the maximum angle of attack of 2C". At the higher angles of attack 
(a = 16’ and 2C"), there are indications that separation may have 
occurred over the upper rear portion of the body. With increases in 
Mach number, the minimum pressure peak on the upper surfaces of the body 
showed a pronounced resrward shift while the positive peak on the lower 
surfaces of the body remained relatively unchanged. 
Effects of Body Indentation on Body Pressures 
Figure 6 shows that the effects of body indentation on the body 
pressures are also small. Generally, these effects are confined to the 
regions of local acceleration and deceleration of the flow corresponding 
to the changes in the curvature of the indentation. 
COIVXLJDING REMARKS 
The results of tests of a thin conical cambered low-aspect-ratio 
delta wing in combination with both basic and indented bodies have led 
to the folIowing concluding remarks: 
1. A leading-edge separation vortex has the predominant effect on 
the flow over the upper surface of the wing. This vortex causes separa- 
tion over the outboard sections of the wing at moderate angles of attack 
which extends inboard with an increase in angle of attack. 
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2. Shock waves Zt-trtisdnic sj+eds caused increase&loading over 
the wing trailing-edge region& and corresponding rearward shifts in the 
center of pressure of the wing. - 
3. The effects of body indentation on both the wing and b&y pres- 
sures are small. 
LaXgley Aeronautical tiboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
L&Bgley Field, Va., July 1, 1957. 
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TABLE I.- WING DEFLEETION CHARACTERISTICS 
Twist- Rate of change in twist angle due to-a load at 
measurement ah 
station, 
section quarter chord, - 
an ' 






= 0.428 Y' - = 0.715 
b'/2 
o. 267 0.00015 -0.ooo41 -O.OOlgO 
0.534 o.00006 0.0010g -0.00563 
0.801 0.00024 0.00172 -0.00570 
Twist- 
Rate of'chsnge in twist angle due to a pitching 
measurement moment about section quarter chord, &u -3 
station, deg/in-lb, at - am 
Y 






0.267 I 0.00040 I 0.00040 I 0.00064 I 
0.534 I o .00076 I .- 0.00202 I O.OOll8 I 
0.801 0.00152 0.00452 0.00811 
. 
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(c) bl - 0.60 
x/c (y-40 a= 0” a=4’ a=80 a=lO” a=12 a=16O a= 20” X/C 
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-.491 -.294 .065 .205 
-.493 -.255 .074 .1*0 
-.50b -.22a .ObO .148 
-.373 -.079 .n47 .131 
-.623 .ooa ,040 ,113 
-.639 -.007 ,021 ,080 
-.580 -.017 ,013 .052 






















-.Oll ,256 .264 .300 ,334 
,124 ,234 .2b9 ,304 ,359 
.I03 .212 .248 .284 ,346 
,077 .I80 ,211 ,246 ,316 
,038 .137 .I70 .207 ,279 
,035 .llO .I42 ,179 .244 
-.ooz ,077 ,106 ,136 .19b 
-.oo7 ,061 .oa3 .107 ,159 
-.004 450 ,Ob0 .oa7 ,125 
,004 .045 .059 .071 .084 



































-1.430 -1.707 -2.215 -2.676 
-1.652 -1.623 -2.195 -2.629 
-,939 -1.766 -2.437 -2.670 
-.293 -.486 -1.598 -2.408 
-,333 -.371 -.709 -1.301 
-.329 -.387 -.56b -.990 
-.280 -.326 -1432 -.b33 





-,I66 -.174 -0220 -.332 
-,11l! -.I21 -.I99 -.249 
-1050 -a054 -,122 -.122 


















































































x x T 
~627 -.6a9 -1684 
~620 -.677 -a677 
-1602 -.651 -a662 
-.595 -.632 -ab56 
-.567 -.b17 -.641 
-.562 -.5ai -.b29 
-.555 -.525 -.b23 
-.619 -.474 -.584 
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(b) Y . 0.80 
x/c a=-4O ano”’ a=4” a= 8” a= IO’ a= 12” a= 16” a= 20” ‘X/C 


































































-1.331 -10533 -1*667 
-1.455 -11601 -1.664 
-1.618 -1.777 -1.949 
-*544 -1a6b9 -1.944 
-.402 -1.039 -1.586 
-.424 -r,32 ‘18146 
-,36a -*535 -a710 
-1386 -a491 -1617 
-1357 yr391 -a641 
-1290 -rzao -1409 
-.217 -.26b -.409 
-,147 -a303 ‘e365 
-rObO -8217 -8211 





















































































































































































































































.281 ,303 .345 
,266 ,307 a3b3 
,244 ,284 ,349 
,212 ,250 r321 
,172 ,211 ,263 
,144 ,165 ,249 
,110 ,136 *zoo 
,067 ,109 1161 
,073 ,085 a127 
rob4 ,060 a066 






































































-=zzr -r714 -1797 T 
-.b5b -a707 -1787 -*709 
-.b44 -1702 -.77b -1713 
-.b29 ~675 -a746 -1703 
-.blO -,bb5 -.71b -*baa 
-.591 -.b59 -1702 -a673 
-0574 -1641 -rb93 -1659 
-ebbs -rb45 -,b,O -16+2 
-a546 -.670 -.564 -abO4 
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. 
x/c Q: -4” a= 0”’ a=4O a=80 a= 10’ a= 12” a= 16” a= 20” X/C 
26.i’- percent -semispan station 
:::: ::I: ,107 .OOb -.246 51 -.701 1901 -1,oao . a -1.202 170 -I*301 1.267 -1.501 494 *OS0 101  
nOI0 ,116 -.02a -.205 -.469 -1.015 -1,297 -11499 -1.554 ,060 
1100 ,009 -.033 -. 150 -*379 -.270 -a607 -1.431 -1.570 .lOO 
.ObP -.051 -. 176 -.354 -1307 -a366 -.976 -1.306 ,150 a150 
,200 .03a -.071 -. 103 -.351 %363 -a662 -1.099 ,200 
,300 ,026 -.072 -.172 -.295 ~325 
::::: 
-.535 -.741 ,300 
,400 -.oo, -. 196 .-.313 -*344 -,424 -a540 -.bZO ,400 
,500 -a022 -.1oa -.202 -.337 -.357 -*453 -.57b -.bbo ,500 
,600 ~032 -. 108 -.193 ~324 -1392 -*439 -a539 -.blO ,600 
,700 . -.039 -.I01 -.171 -.275 -.3(10 -*419 -.352 -.I60 .7oa 
,800 VOPb -.076 -.122 -.lba -.201 -r257 -1197 -.4bb ,800 
,900 .002 -.027 -1046 -.055 -.055 -.oai -#lab -.396 ,900 
,950 .007 -.012 -.021 -.026 -.021 -.047 -.I92 -.359 .950 
dO25 
,060 
I:$ I:%; 21: ,271 ,332 
.24a ,310 
:::; ::;t :ZtP ,025 
.ObO 
,100 ~164 ~ -.029 .077 .220 .279 ,330 ,444 ,556 ,100 
9150 -.I61 -.045 .059 ,191 .244 ,293 ,403 .516 ,150 
,200 -.179 -.ObI .039 .lbO ,212 .261 ,370 .4a2 .200 
.POO -*176 -.074 ,022 ,129 ,171 ,223 ,321 .426 ,300 
,400 -.194 -.094 -.007 .095 ,138 ,180 ,274 ,372 ,400 
l 500 -a220 -.119 -.036 .059 ,099 .;39 r223 ,314 ,500 
a600 -.2ia -.123 -.045 ,039 ,075 ,112 ,186 ,267 *boa 
,700 -.lPb -.llO -.043 .030 ,064 ,094 ,155 ,223 ,700 
I a00 -.I11 -.07a -.031. .029 ,056 r07a a120 ,175 .a00 
a550 9091 -.065 -1027 ,020 ,044 ,064 ,057 ,137 ,550 
,925 -1040 -.023 ,000 ,030 _ ,049 ,060 ' 1055 
53.4- percent - semispan station 
,010 ,241 -.337 -.a59 L.914 -.972 -1.116 -1.024 ,010 
1030 .200 .02b -.3 4: 6 -.a58 -.916 -.971 -1,111 -1.029 ,090 
,060 * 137 -.050 -.857 -.915 -.974 -1.129 -1.035 a060 
a 100 ,091 -a077 -1,005 -11121 -1.039 ,100 
,200 ,040 -. 103 ~274 -.8ab -1.036 -1.065 -1.274 -1.024 ,200 
I300 a011 -.112 -. 2bO -1527 -1.107 -1.195 -1,262 -1.004 ,300 
,400 -.010 -.11a -.242 -.405 -1.027 -1.224 -1.23a -.967 .400 
,500 -.029 -.127 -.247 -.275 -1661 -1,129 -1.lb9 -1902 a500 
,600 ~029 -.11a -a221 -.292 -.Jbb -.a79 -1.126 -.a50 ,600 
*700 -a024 -.090 -.159 -.I57 -.237 -1474 -.a91 -.a02 ,700 
,800 -a009 -.054 -.oa7 -.076 -roll -a056 -1745 -.754 .8oQ 
,900 ,015 -.012 -.023 -.017 ,032 ,056 -0593 -.711 .900 
2:: -.547 -.151 ,112 r225 , 46 .265 , 77 ::z ,362 70 .407 , 30 ,025 *Oh0 
,100 -1599 -.099 ,091 ,203 ,242 ,282 ,355 ,424 ,100 
,200 -.b90 -.OIO ,063 .171 ,210 ,242 ,321 .390 ,200 
,300 -145. -.oa5 ,022 ,129 .167 .203 .,b4 a300 
,400 -*O46 -.091 ,021 .lOO ,141 ,180 
:::: 
,327 .400 
,500 -*143 -.117 -1025 ,067 .104 ,136 .206 .200 r500 
,600 -. 167 -.lll -.031 ,051 .oa2 ,112 ,171 ,237 ,600 
,700 -. 125 -.oa5 -.023 .942 .O?l ,096 ,141 .194 ,700 
.a00 -.012 -.046 -.007 .041 .064 ,081 ,105 ,146 .a00 
,050 -.029 -r024 ,005 ,041 062 077 nan 31, .a=.p. 
80.1 -percent -semlspan station 
:o*o 030 a171 ,212 ,000 64 -.471 52 -.7*1 94 -.a81 9  -a955 ,976 -1696 .b7  -.764 59 .ObO ,030 
.lOO ,136 -.041 -a454 -a771 -,974 -1971 -1656 -.743 ,100 
,200 .088 -.092 -r4ia -.757 -.a66 -.9a2 -,blb -.744 ,200 
I900 ,031 -.123 -.35a -. 726 -.a32 -.PbZ -.592 -.736 a 300 
,400 ,006 -.140 -a333 -*ha9 -.794 -.903 -.579 -.729 ,400 
,500 -.o11 -.13* -a331 -.654 -,743 -.a48 -.5ao -.714 ,500 
,600 -.013 -.llb -.240 -.617 -.751 -.752 -a592 -.702 ,600 
,700 -.003 -.078 -1144 :.5a0 -.733 -.725 -.bia -1180 ,700 
.a50 -1001 -oOZb -.051 -.543 -.b96 -1723 -a641 Wbb2 ,850 
:% -.593 55 -.327 289 .056 , 9 a ,164 la0 ,192 205 ,219 5 ,265 ai ,317 281 .045 ,150
.250 -.a03 -.306 ,042 ,141 ,173 ,195 ,257 ,297 ,250 
,350 -1141 -.176 ,031 ,121 ,154 ,174 ,225 ,268 ,350 
,450 -1bba -.04a ,027 ,112 ,135 ,157 ,202 .245 8450 
,550 -.bal -.044 .003 ,080 ,104 ,122 a200 8550 
l 650 -a654 -.031 .002 .05a ,013 ,101 2:: ,162 .bIO 
,750 -6562 -.023 ,005 r041 ,059 . , ,068 ,oa2 all7 9750 
13 
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x/c a=-4’ a=oO’ a=4’ a=80 a= IO’ a= 12” a= 16” a= 20” ‘X/C 






















.112 -.221 -.a45 -1,036 -1.095 -1.173 
,008 -.235 -.b42 -1.003 -1.114 -1.201 
-.023 -r193 -.43a -.91a -1.184 -1.383 
-.02a -.141 -.,,a -.268 -.592 -1.330 
-.057 -.169 -.321 -.281 -,336 -.904 
-.070 -.181 -.335 -.336 -,;a8 -.bOb 
-.074 -.173 -.296 -.SOb -rSbb -.499 
-.lOl -.203 -.302 -a339 -1406 -0509 
-.122 -.227 -.329 -.355 -.443 -a544 
-.125 -.224 -.337 -*3b9 -.434 t*535 
-.127 -.232 -.353 -1403 -.439 -.552 
-.093 -.172 -.332 -es91 -,417 -0548 
-.oso -.04a -.117 -r219 -.232 -.435 


































































































































































































































































































-.536 -.156 ,107 
-a586 -1105 ,016 
-.bb5 -.057 ,056 
-.4*a -*095 .OlS 
-.ObS -.lOb ,010 
-.1.51 -.146 -.040 
-.235 -.142 -.048 
-.241 -.104 -.osa 
-.iia -.055 -no15 







































































-.347 ,014 I ,167 
-.307 ,037 ,152 








-.21b ,014 ,115 
-.079 .OlO .09a 
-.067 -.013 ,066 
-.044 -.009 .050 




NACA RM L57Glg 15 
. 
x/c QZ -4” a= 0”’ a=4O a= 8” a= IO” Q= 12” Q= 16” a= 20” X/C 
26.7- percent -semispan station 
-.I93 -.826 -.979 -1.019 -1.098 -1.271 .OlO 
-.209 -.576 -0 924 -1.031 -1.109 -1.262 ,030 
-. 110 -.*a1 -.820 -1.083 -1,271 -1.324 ,060 
-.12, -.317 -a251 -.579 -1.233 -1.34, ,100 
-.147 -.25e -.252 -.285 -*a21 -1.198 ,150 
-.I76 -.301 r. 309 -.352 -.539 -.959 ,200 
-.lbO -0269 -0278 -.33* -1443 -.b?O .300 
-.191 -.22.3 -.309 -1372 -0462 -1608 .400 
-.219 -.31a -.356 -.,ll -.497 -.625 ,500 
-.220 -.324 -.368 -.407 t.459 -.605 .bOO 
-.247 -.342 -.382 -.417 -.513 -.612 .?OO 
-.250 -.34o -.379 -.425 -.512 -.bll ,800 
-.237 -.327 -.366 -.,a* -a496 -.593 ,900 
-.197 -.314 -. 352 -.379 -.475 -.5a* .950 
. 27 
f. . 20 ::x: :I% :::t 
,085 ,232 ,299 ,354 
,071 .2Ob ,262 ,316 
.a44 .l?, .229 .214 
.024 .lkO l 194 ,242 
-.009 .102 ,149 ,196 
-. 048 .059 .lOb ,150 
-.Obb .032 .077 ,120 
-.093 ,016 ,061 ,098 
-.089 .oon .Okb ,078 
-.099 -.012 .a24 .054 













































-.I a b -:8# 
-.149 -.018 
-.132 -.036 






























53.4- percent - semispan station 
7 x =xi 
,199 ,932 -.337 
,136 -.O*E -.%bb 
,088 -.072 -.326 
,034 -.105 ~265 
-.ooo -.134 -.259 
-.O28 -.l,, -.264 
-.a*, -1163 -.272 
9002 -.192 -.292 
-.a*0 -,19b -.297 
-.071 -.186 -.282 

























-.512 -.162 .I01 :::; ::‘,I :::: 
-.553 -, 108 ,086 ,206 .252 .294 
-.633 -.054 .054 ,172 ,217 ,256 
-.461 -,lOO ,008 .124 ,172 ,213 
-.054 -.109 .a04 .092 ,141 ,107 
-.179 -.lbl -.a61 .054 ,101 ,139 
-. 232 -.183 -.oe5 ,031, .a,* .112 
-.255 -,196 -.095 ,017 .059 ,092 
-.27,’ -.195 -.017 :012 .a,(1 .073 
























80.1 -percent -semlspan station 
.190 7 T x - 7 -1.008 '1.064 335 
.l,l -.031 -. 466 -.755 -.a10 -.a70 -1.002 -1.063 ,060 
,100 -.072 -.,59 -.731 -. 806 -.867 -.99b -1.031 ,100 
,052 -.145 -.455 -.715 -.a07 -ena -1.007 -1.057 .200 
-.01a -.17a -.,24 -.718 -.a01 -.a74 -1.014 -1.052 ,300 
-.051 -.205 -.409 -.?I3 -.a16 -.a71 -1.022 -1.014 .4w 
-.054 -.257 -.427 -.71(1 -,a32 -.a93 -1.026 -1.067 .500 
-.a*, -.251 -.,I8 -.?O? -1046 -,908 -1.025 -1.017 .bW 
-.014 -.226 -.399 -.b9, -.866 -.931 -1.037 -1.082 ,700 























:::: 2:: :::: 
.156 ,193 ,262 
.139 . lb9 .238 
.ll? ,151 ,217 
,053 ,114 ,182 
,066 ,096 ,155 

































,450 56* 750 
16 NACA RM L57G19 
x/c Q’ -40 a= 0”’ a=4O aa80 a= IO” 0' 12” rz= 16” a= 20” X/C 






















































































































53.4; percent - semispan station 
Tz- z 7 
-,780 -.a43 -.969 
-,778 -.855 -.987 
-.793 -.a63 -.9a9 
-.870 -1.003 -1.048 
-1920 -1,011 -1.105 
-.938 -1.018 -1.017 
-.925 -1,021 -1.077 
-.798 -1.113 -1.117 
-.475 -1.012 -1.139 
-,373 -.886 -1.099 






















































,261 ,312 .35b 
.256 ,333 .301 
,238 ,311 .370 
,218 ,290 ,350 
,201 ,272 .331 
,167 ,237 ,294 
,152 ,214 ,267 



























































































x -zzr 7 
,202 ,039 -.310 
,140 -.a43 -.344 
,093 -.072 -.317 
.a** -.a90 -1245 
.w3 -.I11 -.237 
-.a14 -.I33 -.244 
-0047 -.145 -.256 
-.072 -.l?O -.263 
-.078 -.179 -.276 
-.072 -.171 -.264 
-a068 -.lbb -.257 
-.484 -.152 .114 
-.519 -.lOO .a93 
-.588 -.a49 .Obl 
-.437 -.OBT .a14 
-.a** -.a94 ,020 
-al65 -.lkb -.a43 
-.214 -.165 -*Oh0 
-.237' -.l?k -.a03 
-.25, -.181 -.a33 
-.249 -.173 -.a70 
7 T --XT T 
.153 -.a15 -.k26 -.699 
,111 -*Oh1 -.k30 -rb75 
,061 -.137 -.431 -a661 
-.a03 -.159 -.309 -a663 
-1038 -.178 -.307 -1659 
-.a*5 -.225 -.*a3 -.bbI 
-.080 -.233 -.395 -.b52 
-.068 -.21b -.365 -.642 
-.a53 -.1a* -.329 -.581 
-.567 -.340 -.a07 
-.562 -.307 ,019 
-.5.53 -r349 -.a04 
-.613 -.275 -.a17 
-.635 -.143 -.026 
-.bbT -. 138 -.Obb 
-.683 -.158 -.O?b 


































































































NACA RM L57Glg 17 
1 x/c a=-40 QS 0”’ QZ 40 Q= 8” 0’ IO” Q= 12’ a= 16” a= 20” X/C 














.134 -.l,O -.737 -.a10 -.823 
,030 -.159 -.459 -.633 -.770 
-.a12 -.151 -.317 -,*a2 -.759 
.a02 -.I15 -.242 -0403 -a652 
-.a11 -.102 -.221 -.273 -.217 
-1042 -.128 -.235 -.25a -.2bb 
-.027 -.llO -.197 -.21* -.251 
-.a53 -. 136 -.210 -.241 -,27a 
-.a*5 -.155 -.241 -.276 -.306 
-.a91 -.156 -.244 -,274 ~293 
-.I13 -.1*1 -.24a -.274 -.299 
-.105 -.I15 -.237 -.2bb -.300 
-.a91 -.170 -.229 -a260 -.286 
-.092 -.163 -.223 ~252 -.269 
-: f:9 -3881 :13? 
-.124 -.a27 .a*1 
-.lO* -.a05 ,101 
-.a95 -.a09 .a90 
-.113 -.028 .Ob? 
-.139 -.Obb ,030 
-. 162 -.092 -.a04 
-a164 -.096 -.a19 
-.179 -,115 -.a45 
-. 185 -, 106 -.a39 
-.185 -. 104 -.030 



































































































































































































































.322 .3bl ,463 
.315 .363 ,469 
.293 ,344 ,450 
.264 ,317 ,410 
.231 ,277 .3a4 
.204 .254 .359 
,164 .PlO ,321 
,144 ,192 ,297 
,134 .1*3 ,281 
.134 ,177 a265 







































































80.1 -percent -semlspan station 
x T T m -=zr z -.757 
.195 .048 -.326 -.651 -.bbl -.679 -.751 
.155 -.a07 -.33s -.bO, -.646 -.b?b -.,*a 
,098 -.O?b -. 356 -.551 -.635 -.bUl -.7% 
,045 -.lO? -.317 -.535 -.bZb -.673 -.762 
,013 ~129 -.313 -.I24 -.632 -.682 -1769 
-.a,‘ -.I69 ~323 -.524 -.636 -.691 -.777 
-.a42 -.l?O -.31* -.517 -.bkl ~702 -.,a9 
-.a34 -, 156 ~290 -.504 -. 644 -.722 -*a05 









I:2A; :::: 5% :::: : z: f ::t: 
-.266 .a51 .lbb .219 ,270 ,359 
-.223 .a35 . 166 .214 .254 ,342 
-.112 ,024 .150 ,197 .235 ,326 
r.011 -.a10 ,106 .157 ,203 .29$ 
-.a91 -.a20 ,098 .14* .19b .2*5 



















18 NACA RM L57Glg 
(h) lb - 1.43 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NACA RM L57Glg 19 
X/C p-40 fJ=oo (1=4" a= 8" Q=io’ Q= 12O cc=l6' a= 20" X/C 















.252 .oai -.323 -1.234 -1.462 -1.750 
,157 -.a35 -.325 -1.266 -1.682 -1.772 
.lOk -.052 -.237 -.kl? -1.064 -1,869 
.O?b -.a45 -.iea -.301 -.310 -.545 
,063 -.05.4 -.I75 -.304 -.330 -.361 
,038 -.065 -.172 -.290 -.333 -1376 
.032 -.a49 -.lkl -.237 -,274 -.324 
.oia -.a54 -.127 -.2OB 9239 -.282 
.a20 -.a38 -.105 -.l?O -.197 -.224 
.Olb -.a35 -.a17 -.l*l -.159 -.I*2 
. 006 -.a35 -.a77 -.iia -.130 -.149 
-.a08 -.03b -.067 -.a95 -.102 -.I15 
.a07 -.a10 -.026 -.Okb -.a*(, -.056 
.a10 ,001 -.a12 -.025 -.024 -.a34 
-,9 9 -.a75 







































































































































































































- x -lr07d 
-.a79 -,9‘5 -1.087 
-.a79 -.965 -1.085 
-.876 -1.008 -1.097 
-.a72 -1.25$ -1,165 
-0612 -I. 148 -1.551 
-.210 ~525 -1.07‘ 
-.125 ~126 -.*a* 
-.121 -rO?O -.172 
-.a90 -;a50 -rOk? 
-.056 -.027 -.OOP 
-.a20 .a01 -.a01 
:::: ::fB :::: 
.21‘ .262 .295 
,183 .225 ,255 
.144 .iak .217 
.123 .159 ,189 
.a*6 ,120 .145 
,068 ,095 .ll? 
.$56 .a77 ,093 
.049 .Obb roll 
,045 ,059 .a59 
























































































2:: ::“1: .223 39 :::: 
.lkb ,182 ,207 ,239 
.122 .159 .l?b a210 
.a99 ,126 ,140 ii68 
,069 .a** ,102 ,120 
,054 .065 ,074 ~088 









ITACA m LyGig 
x/c a=-4O a= 0” a=49 cl=80 a= IO” a= 12” a= 16” a= 20” ‘X/C 











































































































































































































































































53.4-percent - semispon station 
T 
,218 
T -=xr T -11223 
-.864 -.933 9998 -1.219 
-.a*1 -.939 -1.001 -1.210 
-.a67 -.958 -1.039 -1.199 
-.933 -1.108 -1.045 -1.266 
-.737 -1,152 -1,320 -1.100 
-0211 -.905 -1.245 -.957 
-.145 -1321 -,7*2 -1.095 
-.154 -1118 -1237 -.953 
-all6 -*bbU -.a03 -.820 
-a064 -1029 -.a** -.bbk 











































































T x YET -1751 
-.414 -.*I* -.bbU -.?*l 
-.293 -.bOk -.bbl -,72* 
-*341 -6565 -.634 -.706 
-.294 -*527 -. 626 -rb?U 
-;272 -,*a9 -1620 -.‘?k 
-.236 -.4‘1 -.597 -a665 
-rl91 -1451 -,592 -1595 
-.12e -.kOb -.620 -.517 




































































































NACA RM L57Glg 21 
(a) P - 0.p.l 
x/c a= -4” a= 0”’ Q=4” a= 8” Q= 10” Q= 12” Q= 16” a= 20’ ‘X/C 
26.7- percent -Semispon station 
.a10 .257 .ora -.Rb -0909 -1.0‘0 
.a30 .14? -.a49 -.310 -.72e -1.053 
.a*0 ,099 -rosa -.233 -.505 -1.072 
0 100 ,077 -.056 -.x*5 -.391 -. 357 
.lSO .a14 -.a70 -.lS? -.352 9342 
.200 ,035 -.on -. 193 -.a53 -. 391 
0300 so35 -.a‘4 -.l‘k -.3OT -.na 
l koo .023. -.o?a -.x4 ‘-*30a -.34x 
.500 002) -*a54 -, 1n -*2bl -.323 
.‘OO .a24 -.oka -,1x9 -8216 -.272 
.700 .a05 -.a51 -. 119 -.200 -1245 
,100 -.a12 -.a15 -.105 -.lab -.I25 
.wo ,010 -.a21 -.a39 -*a57 -.O‘k 
1950 .Ol‘ -.W? -.,I6 -*a22 -0029 
0025 -*et1 
.ObO -.a89 
.lOO -. 179 
.I50 -.I75 


























.a12 l OW 
.Wl .a74 














































































































,118 0258 .2*x 
,115 .240 .2?b 
.lO‘ l 21. ,251 
.a12 .lM ,225 
0044 ,151 ,189 
,030 .lBO .l“ 
.ow l OUU ,123 
-.a11 .0‘1 ,102 
-*a11 ,055 ,015 
.a01 .a49 .a74 
oar 0.. 0‘. 




































































































































































































































































































































22 NACA RM L57G19 
c 
(d) M - 0.9, 
x/c p-4" Q’ 0" Q=4' Q=8" Q'10" Q= 12" Q'l6O Q'20" X/C 















































































-*a52 ,l*OOO -1,058 
-.642 -*9b2 -1.079 
-*445 -1904 '1.128 
-.a65 -*a79 -a942 
-#SW -*as4 -.ab4 
-.a42 -.a66 -.414 
-*a15 -,a46 -.Y% 
-*a07 -.a42 -.a95 
-.291 -*5¶6 -.a59 
-.258 -,a09 -.a70 
-.251 -1507 -.358 
-.zao -.a21 -*a77 
-.070 -.151 -.214 































,182 a 268 
,164 9219 
,198 a205 
,099 I 152 
:E :2: 



























































,255 ,291 ,525 9581 
,288 ,276 ,516 ,589 
a215 ,256 ,299 . a76 
,185 .225 l 2b4 ,345 
1146 *187 ,227 *a05 
,126 ,167 ,204 a279 
,085 ,121 ,157 *229 
,065 ,099 .IYl ,195 
,052 ,079 *IO7 S161 
a045 ,069 ,088 r123 















































































































































































































w =izF -.PIL 
-.I15 -.808 -*%l 
-*ma -*EW -094) 
-.101 -.a99 -8892 
-,801 -1808 -en47 
-.801 -,W9 -an7 
-a800 -.920 -0741 
-.?bO -1909 -1715 
9720 -*‘lab -*699 
-.b54 -1772 -a692 
,050 .lbO a189 r204 l 2% 0255 
8072 ,161 .lW .225 9285 l Yzl 
6059 ,121 ,175 *lW a257 *a04 
,035 ,121 ,155 ,119 ,255 ,282 
,012 ,098 1126 ,149 *205 ,251 
-.OOl ,068 ,095 ,117 ,168 a215 
,000 ,062 ,084 ,105 *Mb ,188 















NACA FM L57G19 23 ’ 
(a) H - 0.58 
x/c a=-4" Q’ 0”. Q=4O Q= 8” a= 10” Q= 12” Q= 16’ Q= 20” X/c 

















































-.297 -.a52 9958 -.97a -1.051 -1.171 
-.268 -*SW -e8b5 -,990 -1.066 -1.173 
-.222 -.422 -.786 -1.019 -1.179 -1.252 
-.I.95 9541 -.410 -.a55 -11262 -1.202 
-.177 9519 -,304 9929 -1.025 -10205 
-.204 -,a22 -.a39 3575 -1612 'la015 
-1174 -.a01 -1319 -.a*5 -a481 -*be2 
-. loa -1297 -a319 -.3*5 -1465 -a614 
-1175 -.290 -,a19 -.a*4 71459 -.591 
-a142 -a261 -r300 9549 -1451 -.574 
-.147 -.250 9295 -,a40 -.444 -.559 
-I I80 -.277 -.a17 -.3bb -1462 -0575 
-.175 -.285 -,a24 -.369 -.477 -.572 




































,405 ,525 .b27 
,577 ,499 .blB 
.344 ,468 ,585 
,517 ,435 ,556 
,285 ,401 .519 
,255 a359 ,471 
,217 ,317 .423 
,194 ,286 ,382 
,176 ,258 ,347 
,147 ,224 ,505 
,103 ,170 ,246 
,068 ,155 ,206 
,052 ,108 ,169 




































,501 ,536 ,400 1449 
a28a ,527 ,407 ,472 
r265 ,a09 1591 a460 
i233 ,275 ,559 a441 
,194 ,237 1523 a406 
,172 ,214 a 296 ,381 
,127 ,166 ,246 ,527 
,100 ,196 ,212 ,290 
,075 ,111 ,180 .252 
1057 ,043 ,147 ,210 
.04b ,072 - ,185 









































































































-.195 -. 105 
-r199 -.OBl 
-I 160 -.a51 
-.159 -.069 












































2 ,900 4  
,500 
























.i45 -. a 











-. 529 -,199 ,098 
-.536 -.152 ,105 
-ebb8 -.llb ,094 
-.*a7 -.Obl ,076 
-.477 -.oso ,037 
-a075 -a049 ,022 
-a 152 -*095 -.Olb 
-. 165 -.110 -.oaf 
-. 188 -.129 -.055 
-0209 -.141 -.04.9 






























-a I88 -0295 
-8576 -.297 
































NACA RM L57G19 
(f) M - 1.05 
x/c a=-49 Q=p’ a=40 a= 8” Q= 10” Q= 12” 0’16” Q’ 20” ‘X/C 
26.7- percent -semispan station 
-,*95 -,947 l*OSO ,010 
-a894 -0955 1.050 6050 
-.*99 1.056 1.126 .ObO 
-,751 1.154 1.157 .lOO 
-.324 -1940 1.078 ,150 
-.a51 -.545 -.a95 ,200 
-.a25 -a408 -.sw raoo 
-,a18 -.391 -6552 0400 
-.a19 -4590 -.514 *do0 
-raOb -.a*2 -.495 *boa 
-,296 -,569 -1479 ,700 
-.a18 -0984 -0501 ,800 
-.a19 -a595 -.499 0900 
-.301 -.a92 -*486 .950 
,075 ,247 ,529 ,415 
.ObO ,228 .a04 1388 
,042 ,196 ,275 ,558 





-.Oll ,119 ,lbb :::: 
-.Olb ,118 ,174 ,250 
.Olb .lll .169 
,001 ,096 ,145 ::2 
-.029 r057 ,107 ,150 
-*ebb .OPb ,080 ,121 
-.oba ,055 .077 ,110 






























































































































































Yizr =TzF r 
,025 -,a19 -1.029 
-*OS4 -.3g4 -.975 
-.ObO -, 545 -.704 
-a110 -a260 -.4e1 
-a119 -.251 -1408 
-.119 -r244 -,a75 
-*lib -1237 -.a55 
-.124 -. 229 -.a95 
-. 128 -a 220 -rBlb 
-1126 9215 -,a01 
-,ia2 -,2ia -.295 
-.2I2 . 080 9256 
-.lbO .089 ,259 
-.I14 ,080 ,225 
-,Obl ,051 .lW 
-.095 ,021 .lb5 
-.085 ,027 ,147 
-,I16 -.OOb ,104 
-.llO -.021 .081 
-.llb -.040 *W 
-.128 -.055 .ObO 
































































































































::::: 1::;; :“o:: 
-.580 -,a73 ,016 
-a619 -.252 ,021 
-e&54 -*084 -a007 
-.619 -.0*2 -.059 
-rbPb -.llb -.055 

















































NACA RM L57Glg 
x/c a=-4” QZ 0”’ Q=4O Q= 8" a= IO” Q= 12” a=l6O Q= 20” ‘X/C 
























-. 155 -.129 -.bOb -al99 -1802 -.bll ,010 
-.206 -.469 -,b27 -.lbb -.799 -.877 6050 
-a201 -.565 -.soa -.754 -.bSb -.959 ,060 
--.iia -a222 -.441 -8649 -.900 -.979 . 100 
-.150 -.214 -.a*0 -.a12 -.140 -.925 ,150 
~169 -. 146 -.241 bb ~290 -1324 -.a09 290 -.55* a942 -.7n 541 ,200 5
-.150 -.255 -.265 ~275 -.55* -.462 ,400 
-1167 . 125 9254 -1212 -a260 ~241 -.279 67 -,a55 ;a9 -.445 31 .500 bOO 
-.lOb -. 196 -.222 -.255 -.;a1 -.407 ,700 
-a134 -1209 -a256 -.270 9545 9415 ,800 
~148 -.215 -.241 -1275 -.341 -.a94 .900 
-.144 -.202 -.250 -,262 -.529 -.5*5 ,950 
,025 -1596 
,060 -I 149 
,100 ~136 
::‘D: -. 128 9
.a00 -. IYE 
,400 -. 150 
,500 -. 156 






































:E ,257 I 306 .37b ,552 ,696 .025 
,215 .27b .a48 ,512 .675 .ObO 
,059 . 166 .241 ,321 ,641 ,100 
a055 .054 ,176 .lbO ,244 . 22 ,516 .29
2:: 
,440 1612 l 585 .I50 ,200 
,044 .lbb ,225 ,285 a414 :Z #a00 
,004 ,190 ,192 ,255 ,380 l 400 






.176 .222 ,321 
:2: 
.lOO 
.027 ,105 ,145 ,187 a281 a554 ,800 
-.OOl ,071 ,112 ,157 .2,4 0850 
-.026 ,055 _ ,101 ,157 ,246 
:Z 
.925 
53.4- percent - semispan statipn 






-.a05 -8781 -.a19 -a745 -.741 -a805 l ObO 
-.292 -.707 -.819 -.744 9755 -.bll l lW 
-.206 -8406 -.584 -.‘I*5 -.‘I86 -.*51 .200 
-, 199 -*345 -.525 -.191 -rb56 -.931 -500 
-. 196 -,a22 -.449 1::;: -*a75 -.904 0400 
-.194 -aao7 -,576 -.907 -.a92 *do0 
-.190 -.292 -.a29 -a662 -.889 -a915 .bOO 
-.ltb -a268 -.a51 -rbzl -.962 *TM1 
-*ill -.249 
%i 
-1Pb7 -.7bb -a929 ,800 





l wo -.058 
.500 -.125 
,600 -a 149 
,700 -.I45 
,800 -. 151 
,850 -al 
:: :f; .01b ,1 0 :%I l ,917 907 .511 
::t: 
a4b7 ,474 .539 , 61 0025 -060 
-.Obl .llb ,230 .2bb ,459 0551 ,100 
I:::: ,085 ::“R .2bb ,322 l 450 l 57.5 a200 
,048 .25* ,295 ,400 *SW .a00 
-.055 .045 ,114 I 228 ,279 ,382 .471 a400 
-.095 .Olb .140 ,187 ,256 l 539 .455 ,500 
-.084 .021 .121 .lbb ,214 6516 0405 0600 
-.0?2 ,018 ,100 I 146 ,195 ,294 .a75 .700 
-,078 ,004 .682 ,152 ,185 ,276 .345 .bOO 
-,079 .Wl .079 ,lYY ,183 ,241 .325 we50 
8O.l- psrcent -semispan station 
,050 .241 
,060 .221 

















-.294 -.794 -.675 -.bbl -.744 -.b 030 
-.a~* -.7a5 -.614 -.bII -.?a5 -a808 :ObO 
-.a37 -.751 -.659 -1667 -a752 -.79n .lOO 
-.376 -8721 -,*a4 -.669 -1737 -.blO ,200 
-.a47 -.b72 -rb22 -.670 -.740 -.a17 l a00 
-6557 -.bll -,*19 -.676 -.762 -.b28 .4w 
-.352 -.541 -.blb -.684 -a781 -*El8 .soo 
~935 -a506 -.blb -.701 -.774 -.blO a600 
-.281 -. 414 -,619 -.716 -r767 -.bSY ,700 
-1229 2.420 -rblY -.796 -a726 -.bSb .850 
:% -.4bb 80 -.2n 77 .ObO ,083 .1?9 , 9 ,259 0 ,278 95 ,945 381 .582’ 1455 *045 a150 
0250 -.504 -.a09 ,062 ,179 ,224 ,270 .a65 a493 .250 
*5SO -.556 -a204 .055 ,169 ,219 ,262 .550 .417 ba50 
,450 -.559 -.OBL .040 ,149 ,192 ,254 ,325 0995 ,450 
,550 . -*I72 -.062 ,016 ,110 .lH ,206 .299 .369 l 550 
:% -.Sbb 511 -.0*5 ,llb -.022 ,001 .109 l 3 .154 46 ,210 . 02 alPI’ ,214 ,555 l 76 .650 0150 
25 
26 





































-. 180 -,210 
-.185 -.209 
-.198 -.222 

































































































































































































































































































































NACA FM L57Glg 27 















































































































































































































































































































































::;;; :::g 1:::: 
-.151 -a248 -a362 
-a142 -1251 -a332 
-.093 -r197 -.335 
-.010 -a009 -a005 
.O,Ob -.011 -.005 
-.012 -.029 ,001 
,007 ,020 ,024 




























































































































































































(b) M - 0.80 
X/I 



















a = 0” a = 4’ Q q 8” Q= IO” Q = 12” a = 16’ a ~20” X/I 
Row A 
:t:: ::S: ,024 ,004 -.o17 -1023 -a030 -.045 -.02  -.032 039 ~042 .047 70 :iE 
.OOb -.018 -.039 -.041 -.043 -.039 -.035 -.042 1271 
,053 ,027 ,001 -.Olb -.021 ,004 -.012 1.074 .Sbl 
-.049 -.070 -.084 -.099 -.I24 -1146 -1179 -*la5 83.51 
-.Oll -.047 -.073 -.102 -.119 -a145 -r207 -a245 ,419 
,004 -1048 -.01b -.143 -I lb9 -r207 -.302 -.392 *a3 
-.002 -.Obb -.122 -.211 -.251 -,29a -,. 428 -1517 1498 
-.OlO -1077 -.130 -.223 -.253 -1290 -.377 -*437 #553 
-.o24 -,087 -.137 -.222 -1254 -,2a4 1.338 -*414 ,581 
-.031 -,OBb -a132 -1204 -.221 -r249 -827b -r340 rb09 
-.037 -.085 -.I23 -.182 -.203 -.213 -1251 -6272 ,636 
-a032 -r073 -*IO2 -*151 -,lIb -.lbO -.244 -.255 ,664 
1:::;: 
-.04a -a096 -.095 -.I02 -. 184 -.190 a692 
-so41 1::;; -.067 -.Ob3 -.077 -.140 -.171 ,719 
-::9 -a033 -.034 -.03e -.038 -.059 -*101 -*iza ,741 
-.OOb -. 00.3 -.OOb ,000 -1014 -a032 -a095 a775 
-.OlO -so09 -.OOb -.012 -1007 -.o13 -1034 -.092 1830 
-.o19 -.Oll -.OOb -.009 
-2% 
-1019 -ro40 -1070 1671 































































-a085 ::g :::g &lb6 
-1059 8367 
-. 134 ..I59 -.207 ,367 
-1265 1.309 -.509 1443 
-r358 1.532 -.b47 * 43 -a445 WI30 ::2 
-.216 1.324 -.543 ,609 
-.196 -. 306 -.516 1164 
-I 101 -a239 -.535 ,719 
-a048 -1121 -.186 8775 
-so33 9.069 -a077 8830 
-*Of4 ..Cbl -.oa9 8.571 
,055 ,054 
.lbb -6012 






































-.059 -.lbO -a280 ,055 
-*118 -.215 -.337 rlbb 
-.138 -.231 -.I36 16 rZOI ~272 2:: 
-.059 -.143 -1259 I367 
-*OOl -*001 -9003 6747 
*015 -*019 -.094 r775 
-.010 -.035 -.021 ,a30 
,004 r013 1015 ,171 











































































-. 062 .0 7 



















.ois ,024 ,024 
-.005 
a 001 8001 *lb6 
-a005 -1004 -*ot7 -.027 ,277 
,012 ,014 ,013 6007 -.001 .3b7 
1.040 -.041 -0041 1072 ,100 ,120 -2:: -.01a 4219 :z 
::;: ::E ,178 ,253 .325 a149 6220 6296 :::: 
,051 l 088 .11a ,180 ,245 *LO9 
a 054 ,076 b112 1162 8664 2%: 
,027 ,038 b055 ,719 
,010 bO19 
:::!I 
,000 -,038 1775 
-a003 ,003 :% 8003 ,007 -r010 *a01 ::::; ,830 * 7X 
Row E 
,177 r241 ,314 8396 0055 
,083 54
:E 
,078 :::: a196 ,149 6275 ,232 elbb a277 
.Ob7 .I15 ,135 *zoo a259 r367 
I 064 a094 ,115 1251 ,387 :2: 
,104 l 137 ,215 ,299 r443 
::t,' 1111 ,148 6227 a311 u49a 
8102 ,139 ,212 6285 1553 
.a043 ,081 :A,": &lb9 6235 9609 
,025 1052 1113 ,166 rbb4 
,011 ,034 *0¶8 a057 1077 1719 
SW6 a019 ,016 1016 aa02 r775 
-coo9 ,003 ,000 '1004 -1021 la30 
1.016 -1020 -a018 -6oia -*013 1871 
,011 ,005 ,000 -,w3 ,002 1954 
NACA RM L57Glg 29 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































30 NACA RM L57G19 
(d) M - 0.9 . 



























































































































































































































































































































-.dOl -.03s -.130 
-.075 -*110 -1203 
-.103 -.132 -.215 
-a046 -.086 -.15.9 
-rOlZ -1019 -,019 
,000 ,000 L 000 
,030 ~IOPO -.002 
-0008 ,001 -.035 
,005 -.003 -a016 





































































































































































































NACA FM L57Glg 
x/I Q= -4 Q s 0” Q= 4” 0'8' Q=[o' Q=12' Q=I~O (1=20' X/i 
:Z :A:: ,011 93 -.Oll .057 
.277 -.001 -.OZS ~046 
,367 .081 .OS7 .040 
,367 -.057 -.074 -.ObS 
.415 ,003 -*051 -.Okl , 43 . 30 . 24 .a54 
l 498 .a15 -*059 -.I14 
,553 -.008 -roe2 -.144 
,581 -.036 -1112 -1171 
0609 -.047 -r129 -.185 
,636 -rO78 -r149 -n201 
.664 -.086 -.165 -.22b 
a692 -.060 -a152 -.221 
1719 -0104 -al72 -.249 
,747 -.066 -.031 -a149 
,775 -rOlz ,023 ,013 
,830 -.004 ,005 .(I23 
,871 -.017 -1011 ,007 







































::I:: -a053 .015 :E 
-.012 ,008 127' 
,099 ,063 l 36: 
-.063 -.034 138' 
-*055 -.055 .14  .199 2: 
7.315 -.385 149t 
-1363 -a432 055: 
-.381 -.443 ,581 
-.404 -1459 160! 
-0425 -8467 6631 
-a442 -1495 666’ 
-.434 -8469 169: 
-1460 -1498 ,711 
-.511 -6526 174: 
-a471 -r543 177! 
-rOlk a029 1.93( 
-1144 -a152 .a71 










































-:$b; -::1: -:A$ -:E ,161 
*3Ci 
-.osa -.044 -a057 -.055 138i 
-r138 -1160 -*215 -a294 r44I 
-123n -.285 -.379 -.477 a491 
-8274 -.319 -.407 -a531 ,552 
-.322 -6367 -.463 -.bOO 8609 
-a 359 -r,oa -.517 -1666 ,661 
-r384 -.43b -.543 -1697 a715 
-.lW -a171 -a514 -1403 *77! 
-1044 -a050 -a053 -1029 a85C 
-a025 -.043 -.125 -117s ,871 
Row C 
a055 .082 ,106 ,090 ,040 iwa -.025 -.115 ~233 1055 
,166 -.002 1011 -roo1 -*ora ~076 -a110 -0191 -r327 .16t 
,277 -.a40 -.029 -. 043 -a086 -,110 -.13a -*210 -a304 1277 
,353 ,016 ,019 ,009 -1015 -.050 -.067 -.126 -.180 8353 
,367 .068 ,073 ,067 ,017 ,006 ,001 -1051 -,154 ,367 
,747 -.003 -rOOl woo4 -.003 -.003 -.002 -1004 -1002 r74, 
,775 ,003 ,035 .020 -1056 -.077 -.llb -. 245 ,775 
,830 ,002 ,005 .a13 -.034 -a073 
1:;:; 
-.127 -.185 *a30 
,871 ,013 ,010 ,013 ,013 -. 141 -.I88 1671 
,954 ,054 ,052 ,055 ,065 -:Z -:::: ,035 -r049 r954 
Row D 
1166 -.oos ,015 ,032 ,633 ,034 rO34 ,029 ,034 ,277 
836'1 . 
:::: -:::: -:::: -::i: -:Z -% -r0 1 0 ::",t 
104s 8053 1367 
,307 -.072 -a073 -. 068 -.043 -,031 -ro22 .w9 ,050 8307 
,443 -.070 -,027 ,032 ,110 ,148 ,177 ,249 ,320 ,443 
* 49* -.128 -.056 ,027 ,123 ,176 ,218 a312 .407 8490 
,553 -.178 -.095 -.011 ,089 ,135 ,175 ,272 ,367 155.3 
,609 -1203 -.124 -.043 ,047 ,095 .134 ,222 ,315 ,609 
,664 -.252 -.177 -a 008 .OOb ,053 ,085 ,159 
a719 -.284 
.240. ,664 
-.192 -a117 -.039 -.006 a016 ,070 ,131 ,719 
r775 -.a03 ,026 ,002 -105s -..OSk -a086 -.132 -.I33 ,775 
,830 ,016 ,012 ,013 -.OSb -4095 -a111 -a149 -.215 ,630 
.a71 ,022 ,016 , PZO a306 -.‘)52 -rOS8 -.191 -.264 ,871 
Row E 
,055 .068 :A”,: 2:: ,206 ,238 ,267 l 345 ,441 ,055 
1166 -.007 .097 :t:: ,141 ,208 ,299 ,166 
.2n -.041 
,367 ,023 -:z ,002 ,045 ,099 ,158 .054 ,104 ,135 ,150 ,224 :::: 5:: 
,307 -1029 -1033 -.Oll ,042 ,074 .lOS ,195 ,295 ,387 
,443 -.060 -a030 ,019 1090 ,138 ,177 ,272 ,443 
,498 -.123 -.067 ,002 .091 ,142 ,104 ,285 
::i,' 
,498 
a553 -.I62 -.090 -0015 ,076 ,168 .263 .358 ,553 
,609 -.193 -r122 -.044 ,042 
:a:: 
8131 .I18 .¶05 ,609 
,664 -,241 -8172 -.095 ,008 ,052 roe0 
a719 -a264 -.186 -.112 -a031 ,007 ,027 :Ki 
,246 ,664 
.150 ,719 
,775 -.002 ,023 -1003 -1052 -1049 -‘070 -rob8 -a033 ,775 
1830 ,023 ,009 ,009 -.081 -6 109 -a117 -. 137 -.202 ,850 
,971 ,009 -8006 -. 000 -1021 -.147 -r1.59 -.205 ,871 
,954 ,043 ,040 ,039 ,033 ,028 rOO3 -6291 ,954 
31 
32 NACA RM L57Glg 
TAmIv.-FFls~~IcIsl?zslPQIBAsIcBYDYln - w ulm - continu4d 
(f) Y - 1.03 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*.a00 -.136 -.164 -*163 
-1204 -1303 -1338 
--,, 
l 051 
NACA RM L57Glg 33 
(&) w - 1.X.2 






























































































































,166 ,050 ,034 
~367 -.Qlz -.OOb 
#ml -.022 -.035 
4445 ,036 ,000 
,498 ,058 -.014 
,553 .047 -a033 
,609 .a01 -.O?l 
,664 -.ozz -.095 
,719 -.OPb -.a91 
,775 -.a37 -.ObS 
,830 -.031 -.042 




































































































































































34 NACA RM L57G19 
(h) II - 1.43 































































































































































































































































































nm- .“59 .“Yb 
,166 ,009 ,021 
1277 *,OOl I ,014 
,367 -.004 -.015 
,443 -a037 -.022 
,498 -.049 -.,022 
1553 -1069 -.018 
,609 -.083 -a039 
,664 -.103 -.05S 
,719 -a110 ~06.5 
.775 -.132 -1089 
,830 -.071 -,065 
,871 -.OkO -.04.5 





































































NACA RM L57G19 35 
0=4’ 4’8’ a=lO” Q= 12’ a = 16’ a=20° ~‘1 
Row A 
aa x021 10dl 5 :I!$ ::?I: -.a49 :::A -a053 -r054 ::"o:: ::::: -0057 -1056 .068 79 :PI ,277 I 
,367 -.ooa -a006 -. 009 I:;:: -1040 -,046 -a901 -.x17 ,367 
1307 -1027 -.059 -.079 -.131 -.145 -.I92 -1244 ,387 
*4x5 -.054 -1095 -a115 -1165 -.20* -8231 -1310 -a424 1415 
,443 -1210 -.349 -.478 ,443 
,498 ,008 -.a91 -1164 -.209 -a241 -*3x3 -.402 r498 
,553 .OlO 
1:::: 
-.090 -a152 -1191 -.250 -.292 
,581 .020 -6051 -.072 -.12* -a165 1:::; -.199 -.231 ::',: 
,609 
,636 
:::: -1017 ~052 
-1011 -.042 
I::;: 1::;: -.13x -a139 -1152 a609 
-a009 -1097 -a097 8636 
a664 ,003 -1033 -a051 -1086 -a097 -1099 -1108 -a117 1664 
a692 -.ooe -a039 
1: 
::; -a074 -1015 -.oao -.095 -I 114 ,692 
a719 -a017 -*038 -.062 -.067 -rO64 -a001 -.x19 ,719 
,747 -.015 -rO29 -.035 -.04x -.Okl -.04x -1050 -.x00 a747 
a775 -a051 -a059 -.041 -1046 -1050 -1048 -.056 -.I06 ,775 
*a30 -*a15 -.0x1 -.0X6 -80x5 
1:::: 
-1018 -1021 -.064 a830 
.871 -.0x3 -.0x* -.ooa woo7 -.014 -a021 -no53 1873 
a954 .a30 ,037 ,057 ,051 ,029 a025 a016 aOX6 ,954 
Row B 
:% -.OlZ .020 ,007 
-:I: 
I:::; ::g:t I:;;;1 ::g: ::::: -*lb4 .164 
1567 .014 -.022 -.a43 -.ObZ -ior -.117 -~lb? 
:B: . 66 
,307 -.043 -&a57 -.OBO -.I.25 -.149 -.x7 -*PO4 -.274 ,367 
8443 .QOQ -a059 -.120 -.20* ~260 3309 -144k -a604 1443 
,498 bQlb 1:::; -.121 -.2X7 -a274 -.4?2 -.627 ,498 
,553 *ox0 
,033 
1:::: . -1191 -a239 
I::;; 
-.367 -0502 a553 
,609 -*02x -.125 -.16b -*106 -.244 -1413 ,609 
,664 ,001 -.041 -.a9 -.llO -.139 -.153 -a235 -.476 ,664 
:::; -.007 23 -.a35 029 -.a51 -.039 -~111 .051 -*I28 1075 -0232 .126 -.391 108 all5 ,719 
k830 -.02x -8024 -.022 -.025 -*035 -.055 -.052 -1060 a71 .a10 002 011 OOR 010 001 025 0 6 :E 
Row C 







,277 -.037 -.022 82 -.I13 154 r 49 -.365 ::;I" 
1353 -.016 ,001 
::::,' 
::::: -.105 -.I49 -.252 -.573 ,353 
,367 -.019 ,005 -.015 -.097 -.140 -.240 -a355 74 .01x 1 .a10 *ox7 ,017 ,0 7 a024 2:: 
,775 -.01x -.a14 -.OlO -.009 -.0x3 -a010 -a007 ,775 
,830 -.0X6 -.022 -.0x4 -.0x7 -.QZl -.02x -1012 -.OOb 71 ,000 1003 .002 ooo 004 1005 ,001 roll :% 
1954 ,044 ,042 .046 ,050 ,048 ,954 
Row D 
24 4 :::‘,: ,004 .0x* rO22 ,021 ,019 a001 -.017 
-.a21 
-:% 
-.012 -rO13 -1016 -.03z -b052 :% 
~367 ::g; -a007 .009 ,008 ,007 -.022 -.029 ,307 65 -.046 -.a55 -.0x5 -.012 *ox7 3 :::: 
,445 -.140 -,064 -.007 ,040 .a50 ,007 1x31 a162 a443 
,498 -.143 -.057 ,015 ,091 ,125 ,163 a242 .310 ,498 
,553 -.I25 -1054 .009 ,084 ,119 ,156 8233 1302 r553 
1609 -.071 -a017 .036 ,096 ,123 ,151 *2X4 8271 ,609 
1664 -.a69 -1034 0008 ,048 8069 ,089 *I38 b179 a664 
,719 -.049 -.033 -.009 ,015 ,026 ,040 ,066 ,083 1719 
,775 a-.035 -*033 -.024 -.015 -.a10 -.007 ,006 -,ooo *ns 
1830 -.017 -*OX8 -.014 -.011 -.0x2 -.a11 ,000 ,001 ,630 
1871 .a00 ,001 ,005 ,007 .ooe ,007 ,019. a032 ,671 
Row E 
,055 .032 rQ75 ,165 ,196 ,225 ,298 ,375 
:::: 1:::: -,021 ,007 
:i;: :::: 
,002 2:: 5:: :A:; ,194 1144 :::: ~277 
,367 -.043 -rOZl ,010 ,052 ,075 ,100 ,174 6239 a367 
,367 -.090 -.069 -.039 loo9 :z:: ,090 .I62 ,232 -387 
,443 -.121 -*on -.027 ..029 ,097 ,190 ,262 a443 
149a -.x2* -.067 -.012 ,059 8092 .x2* r217 l 291 #490 
,553 -.x11 -8056 ,000 ,067 ,094 ,129 ,203 a273 *I53 
,609 -.067 1:::: :::: :::: :MS; ,143 r211 ,267 ,609 
1664 -&62 ,100 8147 ,195 a664 
:::z -.057 42 I:::; 1:::: -.015 rO0.5 -.a10 ,019 :% :o":z l ,036 094 ,719 75
,830 -.017 -1017 -.w9 WOO4 -.003 ,003 .OZk b038 ,830 
1a7i -.014 -so12 -.014 -.010 -1014 -1011 ,006 ,871 
1954 .039 .035 ,030 r029 l 021 8016 ,024 
:::: 
,954 
36 NACA RM L57Glg 
*= IO0 Q = l2O Q = 16’ ‘Q = 20” 
Row A 
:9:: Sf .O a 8 6 4 -.020 ,027 ::g: ::8:; ::I:: ::"og -.040 1056 a055 1166
,277 -*022 -.O38 -*Ok3 -.044 -1042 -.059 1.054 ,277 
.367 -*OOl ,001 -1017 -so13 -1013 1.047 1367 
,567 -.026 -a059 -.074 -.096 -*Ill 1.117 =.142 -*179 a387 
,415 -.058 -1096 -.112 -.15* -.199 -.216 -.279 -.365 6415 
,443 -.266 -.552 -.482 8443 
,496 ,014 1;;:; -.104 -.I65 -&242 -1264 
-;266 
-..385 -.510 8496 
,553 ,015 -.1o5 -.181 -.235 -1331 -.371 a553 
l581 ,025 -,036 -.064 -a156 -.206 -.225 -.251 -.33a 8501 
r609 ,038 -.016 1::;: -.lZO -.I58 -.164 -.164 -1250 a609 
,636 ,037 -.015 -*095 -a121 -8116 -~I17 -.128 r636 
,664 ,002 -,040 -.067 -.lO9 -.130 -,127 -.I64 -.138 ,664 
~692 -.009 r719 ,ol6 I:",:: -.o64 -.067 ::g: -.101 -.I63 -.149 .050 .OL? I:::: .125 . 5* ::;: 
,747 -1010 -.a20 -.031 -1035 -,OkO -.067 -.129 a747 
1775 -.a31 -.o39 -.oa7 -*Ok1 -*Ok7 -.051 -r054 -*x31 ,775 
.a30 -.0x5 -1018 -.013 -.0x3 -6016 -.01* -.021 r.077 ,630 
.871 -.012 -*01a -. 006 -*a07 -.01x -:o":; =,01* -a059 re71 
,954 ,037 ,042 ,045 ,037 ,032 ,015 l 015 a954 
Row B 
iz! -:::: ,025 -a025 ,009 . -,042 . 0916 -1051 .Ob9,024 :::g -.037 $8 -.045 d -.109 ,06?1116 ::::: -.092 6567 ::$s 
,587 -a041 -1059 -.a74 -.105 -,I16 -.I25 -.139 -.173 ,387 
,443 ,004 -,06X -.123 -.2x1 -,263 -a306 -a421 -.532 ,443 
,498 ,020 -a064 -1137 -.237 -a303 -r372 -.535 -6729 1496 
,553 .013 -a063 -.126 -r220 -1283 -1539 -1447 -a559 9553 
r609 ,039 -1024 -.072 -.151 -1200 -,211 1.256 -a501 ,609 
,664 ,001 -.046 -1079 -.131 -1165 -*lb1 -8294 -.500 ab64 
,719 -.lOO -a140 -1260 -1569 1719 
r775 ,030 ::I: ::::: -.OZI I:::: -,a47 -,076 -a144 -.179 *020 *Ok1 1053 069 .0*4 :E 
471 ,014 ,000 ,012 ,010 ,009 ,006 1024 1001 Ill71 
Row C 
1050 ,854 $8: ,061 1005 -lb23 -.ObQ -6162 -.285 l 166 -. 06 
::g: 
-1054 *on1 ,116 .214 r 336 :"1:: 
a277 =a033 -r022 -1079 -.108 -.lkQ -6232 -1334 a277 
,355 - ,008 ,002 -rOll r.055 -.090 -1123 -.210 1.304 1151 
,367 -1007 ,005 -.oo7 -rQ48 -1076 -.106 -*167 -.270 a367 
,747 ,015 1005 ,024 ,024 bO19 -.016 -a005 .t47 
,775 =.009 ::g:: -r007 -.Oo6 -, 008 -r023 -*022 ,830 -,0x7 . 13 . lb .a21 1016 19 -1016 :ZJ 
,071 
:Eg; 
-,004 .a05 ,002 
-::;: 
-.ooo ,004 ,015 *a71 
,954 *Ok0 ,053 ,057 1954 
Row D 
it!! ::82”9 - ,01  -1022 ,007 0 48: ,013 a -*o .d ,014 a 7 9 -80 .O ,013 a9 6 -,009 , 29 . 0 -.a21 02, 7 -1029 ,005 1 ,166 a277 836
,367 -.06x -1065 -a046 -1036 -*ox1 ,001 SO07 ,002 9367 
r443 1:::: -,064 -rOOZ ,052 ,071 ,104 ,162 ,206 6443 
2;: r.141 I:::: :::: ,101 094 ,136 rl29 ,163 70 ,264 50 ,336 2 @490 *553 
m609 - ,091 -,a20 ,042 0107 *I37 :Z .233 ,295 a609 
,664 -.QS1 -*Ok1 ,008 :i:: ,081 ,151 1196 a664 
,719 -.a50 -1035 -. 006 ,031 ,037 ,065 ,070 ,719 
,775 -,o32 -,032 -roao -*ox3 -a010 -.020 1.010 -1051 a775 
,830 -.014 -1021 -.012 -:% -1014 -.014 -r010 -.052 1630 
,071 ,003 -,003.. ,006 ,007 ,011 ,019 ,322 a871 
Row E 
,055 ,045 ,085 ,123 ,179 0 243 
:% -.013 39 -1024 l ooe .a41 ,004 :::; ::1: ,067 :141 ,093 2:: ,152 
1397 lOId 
,277 24 ::tt 
,367 -.026 -1015 ,015 ,056 .a*1 ,120 ,162 ,255 1367 
4387 -rOBl -a071 -.o41 ,010 ,090 ,172 ,249 ,387 
,443 -*120 -.079 ,039 
:oO:: 
,112 ,204 ,265 r443 
'1498 -.134 -.07o I:$; ,069 ,105 ,149 ,237 ,315 1498 
,553 -,129 -r063 .003 ,077 ,108 ,149 ,225 ,296 6453 
.609 -*075 -.019 0037 ,101 ,131 ,164 ,232 1291 1609 
8664 -ro73 -.037 ,011 ,062 l 0*5 ,115 .2x2 a664 
:E -1036 .o59 -.03? a45 -r026 .o15 ::z:; -rOO9 ,026 -.004 , 0 
:o':; 
,009 -ruoz ,091 :fi: 
*830 -.014 -.016 -.DlO -.005 -.005 IO01 1013 ,000 b830 
,671 -.a11 -1015 -.o13 -.012 -.015 -a009 -1003 .a07 r.571 
,954 ,044 ,042 ,036 .Q31 ,025 ,023 ,026 8034 1954 
NACA FM L5'j'Glg 
37 
x/l 
mBm v.- -~C~wB-B(mIII -QKCB3-contdm.d 
(0) Y IO.90 




























































































































































































































































































































































::R” -.040 12 8009 ,024 . 03.0 
-a024 ~015 -.011 
e367 -.007 ,005 ,015 ,016 
a387 -.070 -a063 -.04a -.036 
,443 -.129 -a063 woo3 ,056 
::;; -.159 64 -8065 1 71 ,015 07 ,106 097
sbO9 -.100 -.025 .042 ,112 
,664 -.I11 -.054 ,003 a060 
l719 -.057 -.039 -.Ol, .01n 
,775 -.030 -a031 -a024 -a017 
,630 -.016 I::$ -.017 





















































































































38 NACA XM IJj'Glg 




I :I 10 8 3 .045 .OlO ,000 -.009 -a023 ,055 
:% -.025 *o 8 1:::: -1029 1. 43 ::::: ::::: -.019 3
::g: 
r367 -.001 ,017 ,031 ,030 ,044 -:2: 
:E 
a367 
1307 -r032 -.062 -.067 -r070 -.071 -.059 -.051 -*058 es87 
b415 -.070 -.I05 -1111 -r132 -.I52 -1149 -a179 -.231 9415 
:,'Z ,017 -a056 -.llE -.198 -a238 -.208 1.274 '~342 -a2 6 -.444 ¶OB 0498 1 43
:::: .OlO ,025 -a043 .064 -.112 .I36 -.231 a232 -.aes 1290 -.325 6 -a418 1. 02 -.486 73 ,553 81
,609 ,043 -r023 1::;: -.194 -.249 -1288 -1372 -.428 ,609 
,636 ,036 -ho25 -1166 -.213 -a248 -1329 -.1a5 a636 
,664 -.004 -.063 -.I16 -r213 -.262 -1286 -.346 -.I60 e664 
,692 -.OtS -a069 -.108 -.189 ~299 -1334 -a346 -r298 a692 
,719 -.023 -so49 -.056 -.060 r,339 -.010 -.420 a719 
,747 -*011 -1025 -a021 -*013 
1:;:; 
,026 -a094 -.408 6747 
.7?5 -.032 -1038 -.030 -a029 -a020 ,009 -.092 -*133 ,775 
1.330 -.020 -.023 -.0x5 r.015 -.014 -,007 -.037 -.158 1.530 
,871 -.015 -*020 -.009 -.004 -.00.9 -.007 -.001 -a055 ,871 
,954 ,046 ,051 .051 ,041 ,036 ,031 ,024 *012 a954 
Row B 
i!? -$S:: ,032 -1027 ,014 20 -.011 46 ,007 -a043 * 68 ,002 -1061 :::o': -a002 1 77roe3 ::;g 1001 -.003 1:::: ,367 ::53 
1387 -1046 -,061 -.067 -.079 -.074 -1065 -*050 -8062 ,307 
.443 :"p:; -.063 -a122 -al90 -*2l8 -*23a -1286 -.362 a443 
,498 -.071 WI51 -6246 -.296 -*355 -.456 -.561 ,498 
a553 ,010 -6076 -.161 -.267 -.329 -*sea -.486 -.603 a153 
:,":: -.009 ,040 -1073 .030 ::;:g -a222 .237 -,309 .28 '.361 -.345 -a452 -1498 * a5 ,609 
,719 -1269 -a240 -.654 ::",: 
,775 -.021 -.026 -.023 -.029 -.030 -.023 -.I67 -.293 ,775 
,830 -.02a -a029 -.025 -0032 -.047 -1047 -8 100 -.289 
rJul .Oll 002 010 010 ,008 .oo, ,001 -.067 :% 
Row C 
:PB 4813 ;88Z -so .O a 5 -1048 ,024 ::g: ::"1:1 ,277 -.037 -6026 r039 .oao -a105 -a 37 2%; :::: a -.309 %$ 
9353 -.004 
::2 
-r007 -1044 -1068 -.096 -.152 -.222 ,353 
1367 ,005 .004 -*024 -*Ok6 -,060 -.I18 -.173 a367 
a747 ,026 ,012 ,035 ,032 ,013 -,070 -.oe.5 a747 
a775 -a005 -*009 -.002 -.004 ,005 ,029 
,830 -.023 -.027 -a017 -.019 -a020 -.016 
::g a775 
.-,239 ,830 
a871 ::i: -6004 ,004 ,004 *WI -1003 -.010 -1099 ,871 
.954 a056 ,057 1059 ,055 r954 
Row ‘D 
2:: -.012 r 43 -.027 ,011 ,024 .0'32 ,034 ,033 
,367 -1003 ,009 -: 2: -:::: -2% 
-,007 , 36 
-:% 
-6008 ,027 ,166 277
,032 a034 6367 
a307 -.06.5 -rob3 -1048 -1033 -,ooo ,016 1042 ,053 1387 
,443 -.126 -,063 -.002 6063 a093 ,136 ,211 ,271 a443 
::Zt -.I80 r 163 -1066 a 79 ,015 04 :c," ,138 50 :% ,281 30 :::: ,553 1498 
,609 -.110 -1028 ,044 ,114 a186 ,263 ,339 a609 
,664 i.150 -1069 -.ooo ,059 :S ,117 ,179 ,244 ,664 
,719 -.064 -a043 -.017 ,016 1033 ,049 ,077 ,123 1719 
,775 r.026 -a030 -.021 -r018 -1013 -roov -1098 -.lla ,775 
8sao -1019 -a023 -1017 -101.5 -a020 -.016 -.091 -a264 ,830 
,871 *OW -.OOl ,004 ,006 ,005 ,007 a004 -.135 a.571 
Row E 
1055 ,062 ,261 a055 
,166 -.011 $23 : A t: :1:: :::: :E ::',: ,277 
a367 
::::: ::g: '% ,040 1066 :A:: ,161 rZ3.l :::: 
,062 .OE4 ,131 ,197 ,278 a361 
1307 -a072 -a068 -.043 L 008 ,064 ,107 ,195 ,279 ,387 
,443 -.114 -,oaz -,026 1041 ,079 ,134 ,238 *331 r443 
r498 1.149 -1078 -I 007 ,076 a119 1171 ,273 ,365 a490 
,553 -.166 -*078 -, 001 .OEl a118 ,161 6256 4343 ,653 
a609 -.103 -a028 ,040 ,111 ,166 1265 ,340 ,609 
,664 
,719 
::;:; ::g ,003 ,064 
:E 
,126 1154 ,257 a664 
~024 ,009 ,026 ,047 ,003 ,129 a719 
r775 -.032 -#OS6 -.027 -1021 -a014 -1007 -a054 -1045 a775 
,830 -.016 -a022 -a015 -a014 -0015 -.OOb -1Q83 -all5 BESO 
,871 -a016 -1019 -.019 -1021 -*022 -a022 -.025 -*187 a871 
,954 ,048 ,040 ,043 ,040 ,033 ,029 ,035 ,035 ,954 
i 
. 
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,055 ,081 ,085 . @36 ,609 -1028 -.230 166 -an 3 -. 003 -1046 -.071 .109 1::;; I21 22 
,277 -.044 -.032 -. 045 -a086 -.I10 -.141 -.216 -8299 ,277 
,353 .003 ,009 -.WO -0029 -1047 -.067 -.107 -.148 ,353 
,367 .016 $0': .017 -.we -1026 -1048 -a091 -.111 a367 
,747 -.020 
,775 -.006 ,003 
:::: -.C65 -0122 -.175 -.221 ,747 
1.042 -*OS3 -a120 1.191 a775 
,830 -.014 -.022 -.010 -.014 -1060 -.092 -.105 r.186 .a30 
,871 ,009 -.oos ,009 ,017 ,003 -ro3a -1086 -.I29 a.571 
,954 .063 ,064 ,065 ,066 .W4 ,954 
Row D 
.O’, 



















































































































































T a205 rt18 
.047 ,096 1123 
-.ooa ,037 8064 
.033 ,069 ,090 
-.037 ,014 ,072 
-. 026 0052 ,096 
-.Oll ,086 ,132 
-. 010 ,084 8131 
,037 .'I16 .I54 
-*013 8061 a099 
-,OIO -.015 ro10 
-.025 -0066 ~076 
-.a13 -.027 -, 105 
-.01.5 -.009 -.023 




























40 NACA RI4 L57Glg 
x/l a=-4 ax 0’ a= 4” aa8 a=IO” a=12 a=l6O a=20 X/l 
Row A 
:P%% iff$ :htl $3 :814 :Xdi :8 7 : .o a 7 .025 
-.O 5 -rot9 :P%% 
.2?7 ,018 -rOOB -1019 
'27 -:::," 
-so35 -.044 1277 
4367 -.005 ,032 ,111 ,068 0169 1367 
,387 -.002 -1015 -1030 -1046 -.054 -1051 0028 ,069 e387 
,415 -.114 -8124 -.121 -.145 -.160 -.139 -1063 -.oa3 ,415 
,443 -.131 -.116 -.152 8443 
1498 ,004 -.080 -.127 -.179 -1195 -.I98 :a237 -*PO2 *498 
1553 -.004 -.oaa -.I47 -.206 -8230 -1244 -1290 -a343 a553 
,501 ,009 -.082 -a146 -a210 -.236 -8253 -.296 -1358 1581 
lb09 ,048 -.049 -1119 -1184 -.207 -.227 -a266 -.325 r609 
,636 ,055 -r032 -.I01 -.153 -.I73 -.188 -.21a -.274 a636 
,664 ,004 -1069 -.I33 -.182 -.200 -.212 -.233 -a273 ,664 
,692 -.037 1:::; -.171 -.219 -.242 -.259 -a281 -.301 ,492 
,719 -.07a -.20a -.262 -.285 -1306 -r332 ~365 #'I19 
1747 -.075 -1145 -.200 -.267 -.299 -.325 -1363 -.408 8747 
,775 -.oa3 -0117 -.I32 -.153 -a208 -6266 -1385 -.446 a775 
,930 -*loo -roe0 -.072 -.059 -.037 -1011 ,020 a075 6930 
,871 -.077 -.072 -.056 r.024 -.050 -1050 -*OS0 -.03a ,371 




,057 l 035 .003 -.001 -,032 -.067 -.107 
,277 ,015 -.012 ~042 -1054 
,166 
:*g:; -*IO2 ':Q:: 1277 
0367 ,027 ,033 ,014 -.001 -1007 -rOOB 1367 
,387 r.017 -.015 -.02a ::;;; -.065 -:OSV 1013 ,032 ,443 -1015 . 7  .I16 0175 .I68 -*I76 -.220 2:: 
,498 ,007 -.095 -.I60 -1.228 -1252 :::;; -.331 -1405 *49a 
,553 -.007 -.lOO -.171 -.241 -.278 -a 369 -.466 ,553 
lb09 ,043 -.059 -.132 -.214 -.251 -.277 -*357 -1481 ,609 
,664 - ,005 -a084 -.153 -r224 -1262 -a295 -.374 -.502 ,664 
,719 -.)a8 -.461 -.b04 ,719 
a775 -.072 -a095 -.104 -*113 -1143 -8187 -.253 1.335 ,775 
,030 -a106 -.091 -.086 I.080 -6078 -.062 -.053 -r05a 1830 
r871 -.04.3 -.052 -.039 -.035 -*a54 -.053 -.03a -.032 ,871 
Row .C 
.l % 6 
*o 5 
: A :: : 6 22 :a:; -m 
a.045 
-rO28 
,012 ::;I: :::;: a055 -,069 ,166 
r277 -.004 ,018 -. 002 -.050 -.113 -a217 -r326 1277 
:::: -:"o:: -.024 ,024 -.050 .WO -.I06 050 
::;:i 
-.187 -.087 -.290 * 28 -.278 04 2:: 
,747 -.097 -.103 -.080 -.082 -.I06 :::;; 1.161 4747 
,775 -.070 -.074 -.069 
::,":," 
-.081 -.101 -.135 ,775 
,830 -.093 -.088 -.OEI -.093 1.060 -.190 6830 
,671 -.053 -1055 -.044 1.042 -.062 -10’)s 
::g: 
-.I27 ,871 










:il!! ,052 18 :8 z I :8:s 107 6 2 B 
-.017 ,012 -.OlO l 007 -6024 .020 -1030 ,000 
2~ .O 10 8 5 1 -.OOl ,059 ,166 217
-.033 -,007 -.056 1001 ,026 rll3 I ,387 367 
-.115 -1067 -.015 ,062 $110 ,174 ,278 ,349 ,443 
:::g ::;a: -.003 19 ,115 06 ,177 rl69 :Z aa65 134 ,461 6437 ,498 553
-.140 -.060 ,035 ,141 0191 ,240 ,332 ,413 ,609 
-1146 -ro74 ,001 ,082 ,129 ,176 1257 218 .I52 -6079 , 23 8066 . 02 al65 :Z :::: 
-.111 -.I01 -.084 -a063 WC68 -1071 -0062 -.064 ,775 













:035 103 *139 ,055 ,089 178 1137 239 6163 ,269 ,187 303 aa80 246 ,317 a464 ,166 055
-.011 4 -.oos ,018 :::t :I,' :2; *I15 ,096 1166 ,143 ,238 :::: 
::g: -a021 -.009 ,011 ro51 ,080 ,160 ::,'i ,387 
-.OVb -.062 ,013 ,078 ,156 ,292 ,400 ,443 
-.151 -.I02 -rO27 ,087 ,144 ,212 1337 ,437 ,498 
1:::: -.lOl 05a -a@22 ,03  ,093 138 1151 ,187 ,215 42 ,324 4334 ,416 4 ,553 a609 
-.137 -1069 .004 ,089 ,136 *I83 ,261 ,336 ,664 
-;217 -.157 ::g; ,016 .ObO ,100 ,170 ,227 .141 1122 -.a49 -a047 -a034 007 041 :::': 
-.063 -1079 -.100 -.I05 -revs -.081 -6106 -6123 ,830 
'$2: -:::: 
-.081 -.I09 -*117 -1112 -.123 -1135 





NACA RM LflGlg 
. 
. 
x/l a=O” a= 4” a=8O a=lO’ apI2 a=l6” a=20° X/l 
Row A 
,055 
: i :: 
,108 
:3: 
,025 ,011 ,005 bOO5 -a003 ,055 
1166 ,019 -1018 -a020 -a021 -.037 -a053 a277 ,027 1002 -1018 a 23 4 4 1027 60 2:: 
,367 -.009 ,009 -, 000 ,162 ,367 
,387 ,015 -*OOS -1018 ~036 -a026 -1015 -1015 ,387 
a415 -.W2 -.088 -.OEI 
::;;: 
-1110 -.109 -1127 -SIBS 1415 
a443 -.009 ,443 
,498 ,021 -,043 -.094 -.I50 -.I73 -.182 -.a206 -a213 ,498 
,553 ,014 -.061 -.I20 -a178 -.193 -1203 -.239 -.254 ,553 
e581 .025 -6064 -.I14 -.I54 ~180 -1200 -a244 -*266 ,581 
a609 ,062 -a021 -.091 -1135 -.I59 -,I76 -.226 -a246 a609 
a636 ,094 . ,011 ~063 -.106 -.I27 -.I51 -.179 -.I84 ,636 
,664 ,058 -a015 -.083 -.I28 -.I46 -,I65 -.190 -*I73 ,664 
ab92 .022 -.050 -.I16 -.I64 -1189 -1208 -6223 -,195 a692 
,719 -1015 -1088 -.153 ~204 -1232 -1251 -a270 -.252 ,719 
,747 -a025 -8098 -.159 -a223 ~256 -a274 -1303 -1302 ,747 
,775 -.057 -1107 -.I39 -1198 -.237 ~265 -a314 -1341 ,775 
:E -.047 63 -a035 1 68 ::::t coo4 ,008 ,026 a005 ,044 27 .OBO 1064 .C96 I I3 :i:; 
,954 -.104 -so77 -.027 -a102 -1149 -. i9a -1240 -8224 ,954 
Row B 
.22q I6 :8 a 8 .dl 10 6 -.022 .Ooa -1045 .030 I$$ a -.071 1060 :;;;t -1130 .I38 ,166 277
,367 ,009 loos -rOOb -.OlO -.023 -,028 -.061 -a093 , 8  , 6 -.005 .019 .033 . 45 a047 1078 .113 ::z 
,443 -a004 -.047 -.084 -.I31 -1154 -,160 -.191 -a195 ,443 
,498 ,019 -1067 -.I28 -.194 -a227 -a255 -a295 -1329 ,498 
,553 ,011 -.073 -.140 -a212 -.231 -.262 -a325 -.411 ,553 
,609 ,054 -.022 -.097 -*I60 -a207 -.234 -a319 -a426 ,609 
a664 ,047 -a033 VI05 -.I73 -a212 -a248 -1436 
a719 -.154 -.334 1::;: -*541 ::t: 
,775 -.054 -.OBO -*095 -.121 -.I37 -*153 -.I96 -1229 ,775 




:a:; :z ,102 *!I39 ,613 -.020 -so95 -.I94 ,055 
-.Ol2 ,003 -.Oll ,013 -.055 a034 -.059 ~ 84 I:",;: :::;: -.304 * 4  ,166 277
,353 -.043 -.028 -.047 -.098 -.I32 -.176 -.267 -1382 8953 
a367 -1013 -*003 -0022 -1077 -.I14 -1149 -a243 -*369 ,367 
,747 -,069 -.075 -.057 -a067 -a 082 -,076 -r113 ,747 
,775 ::::: -.053 -.044 ~065 -1017 ,775 
:::; -1019 1:::: -.071 14
::g; 1::;; 
-a006 -1056 15 -1013 -1036 8 78 -a117 rob2 :K 




:% :"o:: :o"',' :::: 2% :E ,069 ,166 
-*002 ,277 
1367 -.019 I$:: ~016 -:::: -.049 -1049 -1068 -a019 ,387 1019 -.ool 1014 ,007 .ooo .012 2:: 
,443 -.079 -1041 woo5 a022 ,033 ,059 ,168 ,349 ,443 
,498 -.12b -.056 ,010 ,107 ,169 ,241 *370 6494 ,498 
1553 -,I41 -.068 .008 ,119 ,175 ,241 ,35a a472 ,553 
,609 3% -a031 ,050 ,159 ,213 ,264 .362 l 462 ,609 
8664 -*022 ,057 ,127 ,164 ,210 r304 6392 8664 
,719 :::;: -.094 -.019 ,054 ,096 ,151 r238 ,304 ,719 
,775 -.084 -1057 -.027 ~016 -a001 a025 ,047 a775 
,830 -.070 -.076 -.071 -.068 I.066 -al00 ,830 
,071 
::;:; 




1055 :o:: 0 :i:: :a:: ,210 :::: ::,'t 6 367 ,454 ,055 
ll66 ,108 ,233 r315 a166 
,277 -.023 ,000 ,024 ,064 ,086 ,168 ,241 ,277 
,367 -.017 -.OlO ,007 ,031 ,046 
:%I 
,145 ,203 ,367 
,387 -ro26 -a015 -1005 ,044 ,057 ,093 ,146 ,215 ,387 
,443 -.073 -.07a -rO71 -1046 -1034 -.006 a034 ,273 ,443 
,498 -all4 -1058 -.oos ro78 r134 ,208 ,334 .459 553 .132 .071 .w3 *112 , 61 a227 46 i 8 2;: 
1609 -.I02 -r032 6048 ,165 ,218 6260 ,368 r467 ,609 
::;: ::p:; -.017 100 -6025 ,061 :E ,173 lO88 ,215 
,775 -.146 -a111 -.060 l w3 roll $2: 
,309 242 ,398 a314 ,719 nbb4 
rlO1 .I48 a775 
I830 ::::; -.065 -.071 -.054 -1046 -.044 -1046 ~028 1830 
,871 -a039 -a059 -1068 -1074 -a066 ~0.60 -r089 a871 
,954 -.035 . -8062 ~082 -a118 -.I48 WI90 -.I82 -rl88 1954 
41 
42 NACA RM L57Glg 











































































































































































.OSl ,030 .021 
,032 ,014 -.Olb 
,008 ,013 .004 
.002 ,024 .003 
-.025 -.036 -.obl 
.008 -.038 -.094 
,011 -.041 -.llO 
,040 -.019 ~078 
.032 -.021 -.083 
-.005 -.057 -0125 
-.028 -.061 -.092 
-.067 -.074 -.072 









































































































































































Cambered leading edg 
(a) Wiag-bcdy combinations. 
Figure l.- Model details. tdl dimensi&s in inches ud.ess otherwise 
noted. 




































































































(b) Body ordinates. 
Figure l.- Concluded. 
1 
NACA RM L57Gl9 Mm 45 
4.0x106 
3.6 




fj .7 .8 .9 I.0 I.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 





3 n 700 7. 
g 
600 
Figure 2.- Variation with Mach number of dynamic pressure snd Reynolds 
number based on the mean aerodynsmix chord. 



























































































































(a) Basic and hdented body. (b) Wing- 


















0 lo 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent semispan 
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.8 0 20 40 60 80 IM) 
(a) M = 0.60; Cp,sonic = -1.29; a= -4' to 20'. 
Figure 5.- Chordwise pressure distributions on a cambered 60°-delta wing in the presence of basic 



















I I I I Irl I 
(a) Concluded.. 





















0 20 40 w a0 la3 
(b) M = 0.80; Cp,smic = -0.43; a = -4' to 20'. 
FIgwe 5.- Contlnue3.. 










0 ?a 40 60 80 a0 
Fbmd 
0 20 40 60 80 la, 
dnd 
(b) Concluded. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
0 al 40 60 m loo 






















0 20 40 a0 a0 loo 
(c) c0kuaed. 




(cl) M = 0.94; Cp,sonic = -0.l.l; a = -4O to 20°. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
I 
I , . s 
0 al 40 60 80 loo 0 20 40 m a, loo 
dud 
(a) Concluaed.. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
0 20 40 ELI 80 Ka 
(e) M = 0.98; C$.so~c = -0.03; a = -4’ to 20'. 
,Figure >.- Continued. 
. , 






I i i i i i i i i i I 
0 20 40 Ml 80 loo 
PercentctKrd 
(e ) Concl~ed. 




0 20 40 60 80 la3 OP406OB3KXJ 
l+mlhd 
0 20 40 El 83 100 
(f) M = 1.03; Gp,sonic = 0.05; a = -4' t0 20'. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
. 1 
. I 
020406080133 0 20 40 m 80 lo3 
(f) Concluded. 
Figure 5. - Continued. 
(g) M = 1.12; Cp,so~c = 0.18; a = -4* to 20*. 





















(g) Concluded. ’ . 








(h) M = 1.43; c-.&s&c = 0.52; a= -40 to 200. 
Rtgure 5.- Continued. 
4 I 
. 
0 7.0 40 60 80 100 
(h) Concluded. 
Figure 5.- Concluded.. 
(4 M = 0.Q; cp,sonic = -1.29; a = -40 to 200. 





Figure 6.- Continued. 
(b). M = O.&J;, Cp,smic = -0.43; u = -4' to 20'. 




























(c) M = 0.9; Cp,sofic = -0.19; a = -4’ to 20'. 
Figure 6.- continued. 
:: I 
(c) c0Klc1uaea. 
Ftgure 6. - Conttiwd. 
0 20405omim 
e . 
(a) M = 0.94; cp,sonic = -o.ll; a = -4” to 530. 







































20 40 60 eo I* 
(e) M = 0.98; t$-,sonic = -0.03; u = -4’ to 20'. 















































(f) M = 1.03; Cp,,,& = 0.05; a = -4’ to 2o". 























Figure 6.- Continued. 
t i ii i iii i 0 a0 ‘lo 80 80 loo 
f 6 
,, 
(g) M = 1.12; $,sonic = 0.18; a = -4” to 20°. 










a % 4 0
-a 
(g) Concluded. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
r . 
b) M = 1.43; $,sonic = 0.52; u = -4" to 20~. 




0 20 40 60 a3 loo 
(h) Conclujed. ' 
Figure 6.- Concluded. 
t i i i ii i i iii i.1 0 20 40 60 83 100 
